
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.38% -0.05 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.82% -0.03 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.86% -0.05 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.58% -0.04 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.40% 0.00 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.10% -0.34 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.39% -0.37 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.13% +0.12 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.64% +0.18 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 6.90% +0.10 0.99

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.40% +0.27 0.46

5/1 ARM 6.52% +0.11 0.60
Rates as of: 4/23

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Apr 17 202.1 +3.27%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Feb 662K +0.15%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

Tax Cut Effects on Housing Still Debatable
As Americans are nearing the deadline to file their 2017 federal income tax
return, what this will put on their 2018 return is still open to debate.  The
effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, passed by Congress in December was, in
the words of CoreLogic's chief economist Frank Nothaft, "the largest change
to the U.S. tax code in more than three decades," one that "has touched every
person and industry." He recently looked at how it might affect tax-related
housing decisions made by families.

The bill, he says, has lowered personal income taxes in the aggregate, but not
necessarily for every taxpayer.  An increase in after-tax income does increase,
at least in general, the amount spent on shelter and thus the likelihood of
being a homeowner - what economists call the 'income effect." This should,
he says, all other conditions being constant, be a net plus for housing demand
and homeownership.

But of course, not everything is constant - or perhaps equal would be a better
word.  Nothaft points to places where the bill will change things for a lot of
tax filers.  Persons with big mortgages, increasingly necessary for those
buying on both costs, may lose some previous benefits from the mortgage
interest rate deductions. The MID is capped for first mortgages over
$750,000, and the deductibility for some home equity loans and second
mortgages is gone. The deduction for property taxes might be affected with
the new cap on the total of state and local taxes.

Even where deductions haven't been lost or reduced, many former itemizers
may find it more beneficial to switch to the new and much higher standard
deduction allowed in the new law.   Lower marginal tax rates will reduce the
value of itemizing for others.

"By raising the after-tax cost of homeownership, tax reform is expected, at
the margin, to lower the amount of shelter consumed by owner-occupants
and tilt tenure choice toward renting rather than owning," Nothaft says.
Economists have a name for this as well, calling it the "price effect" because
the relative cost of owning versus renting has changed.

Nothaft says whether it is the income effect or the price effect that prevails
will determine whether the demand for shelter and the homeownership rate
fall or remain about the same.
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Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Value Change
While it is still very early, he used CoreLogic sales data through February to analyze price trends in both high-cost areas,
defined as places where the sum of annual mortgage interest and property taxes were the highest, and the remainder of the
country outside these areas.  Each was compared with the averages price trends of the previous four years.  While the decline
in unemployment, the strong stock market, and low inventories of available homes complicate the comparisons, he saw no
material differences in price trends between to two areas, nor any meaningful change in the trends compared with earlier
years.

 

 

 

 

In a footnote to his CoreLogic Insights article the economist notes that three other studies on the home price effects of the
tax law contrast with his.  All three, from PricewaterhouseCoopers, JPMorgan, and Moody's Analytics, expect a negative
overall affect on home prices. The latter two expect negative price affects that are larger in higher priced areas or for higher
priced homes and positive effects in lower-cost areas or for lower-priced homes. It should be noted that only the last study,
by Mark Zandi, was completed after the bill was in near final form.
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The Arizona Loan Baron
The Arizona Loan Baron is at your service!

I would appreciate the opportunity to share with you my extensive mortgage lending experience. My client focused

approach has allowed me to build long lasting relationships and partnerships throughout Arizona. I know this market. I live

here and work here. Please allow me the opportunity to be your mortgage lending partner.

The Arizona Loan Baron 
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